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MARKET SUMMARY

FX Daily Δ* Wkly Δ

JPY 139.34  139.50   +0.22  ▼6.97

EUR 1.0408  1.0395   +0.0046  +0.0384

AUD 0.6782  0.6741   ▼0.0015  +0.0310

SGD 1.3673  1.3702   ▼0.0005  ▼0.0326

CNY 7.0712  7.0982   +0.0527  ▼0.1428

INR 81.26  81.31   +0.20  ▼0.12

IDR 15602  15603   +65  ▼58

MYR 4.5316  4.5448   +0.0113  ▼0.1477

PHP 57.36  57.36   +0.13  ▼0.66

THB 35.66  35.69   +0.10  ▼1.15

*compared with previous day CLOSE(NY)
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33,553.83 ▼0.12%  +3.20%   

28,028.30 +0.14%   +1.13%   

3,882.78 ▼0.83%  +4.15%   

4,035.87 ▼0.49%  +1.05%   

3,266.17 ▼0.28%  +3.18%   

3,119.98 ▼0.45%  +2.36%   

61,980.72 +0.17%   +1.55%   

7,014.38 ▼0.30%  ▼0.79%  

1,448.38 ▼0.15%  +0.15%   

6,392.09 ▼0.42%  +2.41%   

1,619.98 ▼0.58%  ▼0.15%  

282.78 ▲0.56%  +1.07%   

8,260.75 ▲1.05%  +1.81%   

93.43 +1.06%   +5.36%   

1,773.87 ▲0.29%  +3.93%   

85.59 ▼1.53%  ▼0.28%  

TODAY'S COMMENTS & FORECAST                                                            

Open

USD/JPY 1.0394

USD/SGD 35.82

JPY/SGD 4.542

Forecast

- 141.00

- 1.0400

- 0.6800

- 1.3800

- 1.0000

- 7.1500

- 82.00

- 15650

- 4.600

- 58.00

- 36.00

Today's Direction

Bull Bear
USD/SGD 2 : 4    
USD/JPY 2 : 4    
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Bank Indonesia: Room for 50bp Hike
- The solid Q3 GDP print of 5.7% YoY driven by domestic demand, amidst a backdrop of elevated 
external stress, allows BI room to remain hawkish and ‘front-load’ rate hikes. 
- We expect BI will deliver its third consecutive 50bp hike at its 17 November meeting to follow 
on its commitment to support IDR. 
- Since its last meeting on 20 October, the currency (IDR) has underperformed regional peers 

(depreciating 0.9% versus 1-3% appreciation in THB and PHP in the same period). 
- Although the BI-Fed interest rate differential remains positive, unlike for BNM or BoK, IDR’s 
vulnerabilities have started to increase as inflationary pressures remain elevated and real rates 
remain squarely negative (on a headline basis). 
- Furthermore, strong domestic demand pressures as underscored by the Q3 GDP print, will 
continue to push up import growth. The offset, for the moment, remains robust export growth led 
by commodities such as coal and palm oil. 
- To that extent, the wider Q3 current account surplus (estimated at 4.5% of GDP from 1.1% in 
Q2) will provide some buffer from IDR. 
- Notwithstanding, BI is presented with an opportunity given the robust growth backdrop to push 
ahead with another 50bp hike in November, before moderating to 25bp in December. 
- The risk, however, is that BI slows the pace of rate hikes in November to 25bp using a 
potential moderation in US Fed rate hikes to 50bp from 75bp as the justification. 
. FX Daily Outlook
- EUR/USD: Easing geo-political tensions to buoy pair; UK budget will be watched for spillovers.
- USD/JPY: Range bound around 139-140 levels absent any major USD shock. 
- USD/SGD: SGD holding onto gains despite CNY/CNH weakness speaks to outperformance. 
- AUD/USD: Support at mid-0.67 levels may fade on volatile risk sentiment. 
. 
TODAY'S EVENTS 
(SG) NODX YoY (Oct): 2.9% (Mkt: 8.0%; Aug: 9.7%)  | (AU) Employment Change/Unemp. Rate(Oct): (Mkt: 15.0k/3.5%; Sep: 

0.9k/3.5%)| (MA) Trade Balance MYR (Oct): (Mkt: 29.8b;Sep: 3.7b) | (US) Housing Starts (Oct): (Mkt: 1425k; Sep: 1439k)| (US) Initial 

Jobless Claims (12-Nov): (Mkt: 222k; Prev Wk: 225k)| (US) Philadelphia Fed Business Outlook (Nov): (Mkt: -5.5; Oct: -8.7)| (EZ) CPI/Core 

YoY (Oct F): (Mkt: 10.7%/5.0%; Prelim: 9.9%/5.0%)| (JP) Trade Balance (Oct): (Mkt: -¥1645.7b; Sep: -¥2094.3b) | Central Banks: Bank 

Indonesia| BSP

Unconvinced
- Markets are still unconvinced that the US Fed will opt for lower magnitude rate hikes as incoming
data sent mixed signals.
- US October retail sales rose more-than-expected to 1.3% underscoring continued strength in the
consumer segment; while the manufacturing sector, by contrast, painted a slower growth picture.
Industrial production for October fell by 0.1% against expectations of 0.2% increase.
- The growing dichotomy between services sector resilience and manufacturing sector weakness

may be telling of strong domestic demand even with weaker external demand.
- Notwithstanding, US equities gave back some recent gains overnight (S&P: -0.83%; NASDAQ: -
1.54%; Dow Jones: -0.12%) following weaker trading European equities (Stoxx 600: -1.0%).
- Longer-term UST yields fell on Wednesday, deepening the inversion to the front-end. 10-year
yields fell 10bp to 3.694% while 2-yr yields rose to 4.401% before easing to 4.363%.
- Fed speak overnight was quite mixed with Esther George talking about entrenched inflation and
recession risks but Mary Daly being less pessimistic; Christopher Waller suggested he was “more
comfortable” with smaller magnitude rate hikes if the data permitted.
- The DXY index traded flat through Wednesday, USD/JPY rose slightly to 139.4 levels from 139.
- EUR was under pressure following a rise in geopolitical tensions on the launch of a Russian rocket
into Poland; the stress was later eased as reports suggested it was a stray bullet.
- The same relief helped GBP hold onto gains versus USD; double-digit inflation raised expectations
for BoE to remain hawkish also providing support; a decisive budget announcement today from
Chancellor Hunt will be watched closely.
- AUD was under pressure from a supported USD as well as easing commodity prices; copper prices
eased on weaker China data - home prices fell at their fastest pace in seven years;
- The same data weighed on CNY/CNH and pushed the pair higher to 7.1042 levels while the rest of
EM Asia traded mixed.
- IDR may get some support should BI follow through on another 50bp hike; a retreat to 25bp will
weigh on the currency (more below)
- BSP’s well-telegraphed 75bp hike may be priced into a some extent; but continued hawkishness
should prove some PHP support.
OVERNIGHT RESULTS

(US) Industrial Production MoM (Oct): (Mkt: 0.1%; Sep: 0.4%)| (US) Retail Sales Adv/Ex Auto and Gas MoM (Oct): (Mkt: 1.0%/0.2%; 

Sep: 0.0%/0.3%)| (AU) Wage Price Index YoY (3Q): (Mkt: 3.0%; 2Q: 2.6%) | 
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